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Executive Summary
Smart4Europe has been set up in order to support the Smart Anything Everywhere initiative (SAE) in
the definition and implementation of a vision for the SAE community. It aims at building a consensus
on strategic recommendations for the future.
The SAE community relies on the Innovation Actions (IAs) funded under the SAE scheme and their
interest to act as one community in strengthening the digitization of European Industries through a
facilitated access to high technologies.
For the moment, the SAE community gathers both Innovation actions that have already ended:
1. CPS Engineering labs
2. EuroCPS
3. gateone project
4. Smarter-SI
And Innovation actions that are running since fall 2017:

All the Innovations Actions have to lead their own reflection process on their sustainability plans.
Smart4Europe does not have to interfere in this task. However, Smart4Europe aims at supporting
each and all of the Innovation Actions in identifying key common challenges and needs. It also aims
at highlighting each Innovation Action´s uniqueness and complementarity with the others.
This deliverable sums up information on sustainability plans that have already been designed or just
drafted, either within the SAE community or outside in order to identify guidelines and common
principles that can guide the members of the community in the achievement of their sustainability
schemes. That information has been gathered through interviews with project coordinators, through
an SAE workshop organized in March 2019 and through a benchmarking of similar initiatives inside
and outside of Europe.
Among the diversity of current sustainability plans, this blueprint can already identify some key
aspects of the sustainability where some Innovation Actions could benefit from a coordinated
approach within the SAE initiative. Some of them have expressed their interest in doing so. This
document will start to explore such common collaboration plans.
The success of the EC policy in favor of DIHs and the emergence of many IAs are offering huge
opportunities to help SMEs in their digital transformation. However, it is also generating an
important fragmentation which makes this offer difficult to read. Provided their unique value
proposition is clearly identified by all the regional DIHs and the innovation stakeholders, SAE
Innovation Actions will be able to give their full potential as digital enablers for the European SMEs.
By identifying common challenges and designing common solutions, Smart4Europe strengthens the
legitimacy and the impact of IAs actions and reduces the market fragmentation. It will be especially
mandatory to link the different IAs with players acting not at regional level but at European level like
EIB, large investors and corporates. It will be important to engage IAs into sustainability on a
public/private financing scheme.
D 2.6 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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1

Introduction: Objectives of a Blueprint for a Sustainability plan

Smart4Europe addresses the needs of the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) Initiative for a
coordinated implementation plan. The overall ambition of the SAE initiative is to contribute to
European Industry digitization by accelerating the design, development, and uptake of advanced
digital technologies. To do so, the SAE initiative brings together several Innovation Actions (IAs) with
the required technical and business expertise in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Flexible & printed
electronics, Low-energy computing, Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart Systems Integration (SSI).
The SAE initiative was set up in 2015 and the Coordination and Support Action Smart4Europe started
in 2017 to give IAs members of the SAE initiative some place and support to build up their
community, create synergies and leverage on their respective impact.
Smart4Europe has been designed to implement SAE initiative’s core missions:


Towards European industries: to support the creation of an appropriate environment for
European companies to foster their growth and market positioning thanks to an easier
access to digital transformation.

Smart4Europe has been designed to support IAs in their ambitious task to reach European small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), mid-caps and others industry to develop competitive
products based on innovative electronic components, software, and systems. Smart4Europe also
aims at supporting companies in achieving competitive advantage by having early technology
adoption and aims at assisting technology suppliers to seek finance for their product
development and outreach early customers.


Towards the European Commission (EC): to give visibility and traction to EC actions in
favour of digitisation and to give access to cutting-edge technologies for European SMEs
through the SAE initiative.

This means at the same time building SAE brand and building the bridge between European,
National and Regional policy makers and public funding providers on one hand and private
investors on the other hand. The aim is to create the momentum to enable joint and optimized
public/private investments in innovation for the technologies gathered within the SAE IAs.
Smart4Europe is supporting actions addressing the achievements of key challenges that can be
summarized as the digitization of small and medium size European businesses.
However, the European industry digitization is still at its early stage.
The success of the European Commission DIH strategy and the supported Innovation actions will
have to operate in the long term. In such context, Smart4Europe is working on analyzing sustainable
operating business models that will enable the continuity and the maturation of the cooperation
schemes developed within IAs.
The objective of this document is to identify what solutions are or could be developed by IAs to
ensure the continuity of their action beyond the H2020 funding phase, what are the best practices in
this regard, what are their common challenges and what are the possible differentiation strategies.

2

Methodology

In order to provide this analysis of possible sustainability plans, Smart4Europe has worked on
collecting information through interviews and relevant expertise. We especially interviewed 2 panels:
D 2.6 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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2.1 Data collection on supported SAE Innovation Actions vision for the future
A first contact has been taking at the launch of Smart4Europe project with all the project
coordinators of the past and present IAs of the SAE initiative in order to collect their vision on their
sustainability plan.
In a second period, a workshop has been organized in March 2019 in order to:
 collect the evolution of their vision at mid-term projects;
 offer them to share their challenges and best practices with other IAs;
 assess the feasibility of building a common strategy and assess their interest in such possible
join activity.

2.2 Data Collection of needs and expectations from innovation stakeholders needs &
expectations addressed by the IAs activities
To identify needs and expectations of the innovation ecosystem stakeholders, a set of interviews had
been performed with different stakeholders as key partners or players of DIHs.
The following stakeholders have been interviewed by BLUMORPHO team:


Members of the European Parliament from different political groups and mainly from the
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE):
Name
Pervanche BERÈS
Virginie ROZIÈRE
Soledad CABEZÓN RUIZ
Lambert VAN NISTELROOIJ
Christian EHLER
Arne GERICKE



Gender
f
f
f
m
m
m

Country
France
France
Spain
Netherlands
Germany
Germany

Fraction
S&D
S&D
S&D
EPP
EPP
ECR

Local and national innovation actors:
o Agencies or public administration in charge of the Industry4.0 initiative in Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Lithuania.
o Regional agencies: Basque development agency (Spain), Bulgarian Digital Innovation
Hub, Aquitaine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (France); European Regional
representation of Pays de la Loire (France).
o 3 Clusters: Minalogic (France), Silicon Saxony (Germany), DSP Valley (Belgium).
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Private Investors selected among BLUMORPHO contacts for their interest in investing in
European DeepTech3.
Jean-Gabriel
George
Dieter
Christian
Aymerik
Paul
Christophe
Cédric
Augustin
Clément
Uhl
François
Cyril
Jean-Louis





Boinot-Tramoni
UGRAS
KRAFT
REITBERGER
RENARD
THURK
DESRUMAUX
FAVIER
Sayer
Vanden Driessche
Heribert
Tison
GILBERT
Malinge

Partner
Managing Director
General Manager
Partner
General Partner
Managing Director
Investment Director
Investment Director
Partner
Partner
Partner
General Partner
Partner
Partner

Quantonation
AV8 Ventures
Trumpf Ventures
BtoV
Hardware Club
Arch Venture Partners
Super Nova Invest
Elaia Partners
NEWFUND
Next47
Robert Bosch Venture
360 Capital Partners
Jolt Capital
ARCH Venture Partners

Representatives of the European Institutions:
o

Nithan Patak EIF,

o

Arnold Verbeek Senior Advisor Innovation Finance EIB

o

Bjorn-Soren Gigler, Senior Advisor Innovation Finance EIB

o

DG research & Innovation for topics on the European Innovation Council and
InnovFin

SMEs within BLUMORPHO’s network and SMEs benefiting from the SAE IAs

BLUMORPHO organized an open discussion with 24 SMEs with interest in innovation during the
INPHO Venture Summit congress. During 45 minutes, we introduced the DIHs network and IAs
concept. The following companies took part to the discussion.
Among those 24 companies, 4 already took part to Innovation Actions as beneficiaries and are
identified by an *.

Company name
3D-oxides
Aether Biomachines
Ariana Pharmaceuticals

First name
Giacomo
Pavle
Mohammad

Last name
Benvenuti
Jeremic
Afshar

Country
France
France
France

3

Private investment sources are depending on companies’ maturity in terms of revenues generation, resources and needs.
Private equity fund is one of the investment source.
Private equity simply shares (equity or securities) in a company that is not listed on the stock market. A private equity fund is
raised and managed by investment professionals, the General Partner and its Partners. They all act as investment advisors .
The main private equity players BLUMORPHO included in this study are venture capital (VCs) and corporate venture capital
(CVCs).
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Astrum LT, UAB
CAILabs
CryptaLabs
Crystalline Mirror Solutions
DESKI
Fastree3D
GlobalSensing Technology (GST) *
Glowee*
Gogoa Mobility Robots*
greenTEG*
Holoxica Limited
InLable/Nanooptometrics
INOPTEC Ltd.
Insightness
IOST
ISORG
Neta
RIDDLE&CODE
Solayer GMBH
Talapoin/Dibot
Tenstorrent

Sergei
JeanFrançois
Justin
Jörg
Bertrand
Claude

Tsarev
Morizur

HK
France

Roberts
Nowack
Moal
Florin

United Kingdom
Austria
France
Switzerland

Michel

Paindavoine

France

Philippe
Juan
Wulf
Javid
Raivis
Ralf G.J.
Christian
Leeho
Emmanuel
Julien
Alvaro
Kamel
Jozef
Stan

Rousseau
Izeta
Glatz
Khan
Nikitins
Knoll
Brändli
Lim
Guerineau
Michelon
Mier
Ferdi
Dubovec
Ossias

France
Spain
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Latvia
Germany
Suisse
UK
France
France
Austria
Germany
Slovakia
Canada

Furthermore, BLUMORPHO and other partners of the Smart4Europe consortium took part to the
series of DIHs working group meeting organised by the European Commission DG CONNECT from
which we gathered some major inputs.
BLUMORPHO also had the opportunity to work with Jean-David Malo’s team from the DG RDT and to
discuss the challenges the InnovFin program is tackling.
The following paragraphs propose a synthesis of the lessons learned from this exchanges we had
with those selected stakeholders and from the meetings we attended. Those lessons learned had
been shared and discussed during a meeting between Smart4Europe partners and the current SAE
Innovation Actions held in Warsaw in November 2018.

2.2.1

European Commission

There had been some strategic shifts within the European Commission policies in favor of the
Digitization of the European companies during the recent years. From actions focusing on the
competences centers in 2015 to drive Innovations Actions when the first SAE projects were launched
there is now a strong willingness of the EC to promote a network of regional and technical DIHs
relying on each other’s expertise, made available through Pan-European collaborations. The goal is to
enable the digitization of European SMEs through a better access to cutting-edge technologies and
business development resources everywhere in Europe and at SMEs working distance. The consortia
of the SAE Innovation Actions are today considered either as DIH or as DIHs networks.
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The EC policy in favor of Digital transformation is thus today mainly articulated around the Digital
Innovation Hubs defined as a “group of organisations with complementary expertise and a nonprofit objective, offering a set of services to companies – especially SMEs (including start-ups) and
midcaps – to support their digital transformation through a one-stop-shop”.
Those DIHs or DIHs networks are expected to develop 4 strategic actions.
Digital skills




Training & Traineeships
Bootcamps
Exchange of training material

Knowledge, testing & experimentation “test
before invest”




Experimentation within the
hardware/software continuum
Demonstration facilities
Piloting

Access to finance




Feasibility studies
Business plans
Incubation and acceleration
programme

Local innovation ecosystem & European
networking




Marketplaces
Collaborations
Brokerage

Furthermore, the upcoming Digital Europe programme will have a new impact on the structuring of
the DIHs activities, not only by setting some strong technological challenges but also by being
instrumental in the DIHs coordination at national and pan-European level.
One of the common concerns from DG CONNECT and DG RDT is obviously to facilitate the access to
finance for disruptive innovation. The InnovFin program operated by the EIB and the EC proactive
policy in favour of DIHs are two complementary and converging facets of the global European policy
in favour of a better access to innovation for European SMEs.

2.2.2

European Parliament

We also met members of the European Parliament and especially those taking active part in the work
of the ITRE Committee. They share the concern of the European Commission about the lack of
digitization of the European industry and they know very well that this is crucial for European
territories’ economic vitality. Some of them are also particularly concerned about restoring the
balance within European regions and to creating synergies and complementarities to avoid
fragmentation. Some of the members of the European Parliament had been very active in promoting
the concept of the Digital Innovation Hubs. They can be interesting partners for SAE IAs to spread the
news of the digital transformation challenges and requirements towards all European SMEs.
We discuss the possibility to join actions and to organize an event at the European Parliament. We
gathered positive feedback from a “theoretical” point of view. The organization of such event will
now highly depend on the results of the upcoming elections.

2.2.3

EIB & Private investors

The interviews we conducted with public and private investors demonstrated that they are also
interested in supporting digitization of European companies for the following specific reasons:
D 2.6 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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EIB - European Investment Bank - is strongly committed to facilitate the sustainability of DIHs and the
one of the SMEs engaged in their digital transformation by facilitating their access to finance.
EIB is currently engaging in a study to define how to support DIH sustainability and SMEs. The study
examines:
 How to reach SMEs and incite them to enter in their digitalisation process
 How to extend advisory and assessment capability of DIH
 How to enable a consistent valuation of digital assets
 How to optimize the ecosystem to enable the loan process.
The EIB is thus a key partner for the sustainability of DIHs and for SAE Innovations Actions.

Figure 1: Extract of the synthesis of the collected Data presented during S4E/IAs meeting in November 2018

In addition, EIB is providing specific loans guarantee for European SMEs that are taking innovation
risks. It is part of the Innov’Fin program.
EIB is collaborating with banks in different European countries to offer such guarantees, however it
seems that larger promotion and visibility of those financial tools are needed according to discussion
we had with EC and SMEs.
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Figure 2: Extract of the synthesis of the collected Data presented during S4E/IAs meeting in November 2018

The private investors industry can be segmented in 3 main categories:
-

Local investors that are mainly business angels and seed investors
Venture capitalists managing an investment fund
Corporate investors operating investment in companies as industrial players.

Venture capitalists (VC) and corporate investors do not focus on a specific region but are rather
looking for the companies addressing the best their investment criteria.
Whatever their specific strategy, investors have one goal: to earn money in investing in companies
that will have increase its value before investors exit strategy. They are rather looking for fast value
generation businesses which explains why a large part of private investors are rather investing in
software businesses. However, in recent years, higher interest from investors have been observed in
the hardware field.
The challenge for private investors is to detect the right companies to invest in; they receive a lot of
business plans and as they are used to say that not all companies are VC’s attractive, but it does not
mean that the companies do not have an attractive business. Investors are looking for companies
with high growth potential, bringing disruption on the market which will generate attractive exit
strategies for them. Those companies have to address attractive markets in terms of market size so
there is enough room for a few leaders.
Private investors are interested to be introduced to attractive companies they could further assess.
The other interesting point expressed by private investors is the challenge their companies are facing
to scale at European level. Europe remains fragmented and it requires a lot of investment for
companies to grow at European level. Competition from US and China is growing. Companies have to
be international to succeed.
D 2.6 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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2.2.4

Local and national innovation actors

From the interviews conducted with national and regional authorities in 2018 a few trends can be
identified.
 There are not all aware of the benefits that can be expected from the digitisation, nor are
they aware or engaged in the DIHs strategy.
 Most of them are still very focused on their local or national ecosystems and, except for a
few, the pan-European collaboration is not yet a priority.
 However, some countries are very active in the development of some regional DIHs. In
Germany for example, at the end of 2018, 12 DIHs were set up at the Federal level and 10
additionally in the Baden-Württemberg region with regional funding.
When discussing with Clusters on the impact of the development of DIHs, two main conclusions
appeared:



the common challenge to reach SMEs and address the strong segmentation between tech
and non tech companies;
“DIH is a concept and a methodology”, Clusters are already operating as DIHs and just need
to renew their collaboration schemes with their ecosystems.

Remark: regional public players acting as DIHs or clusters are financed by regional players. Their
mission is to support economic development at their regional level. The European added value has to
be demonstrated to consider possible joint action between different regional players and a possible
co-funding of activities.

2.2.5

SMEs, Start-ups & Midcaps

The feedbacks shared by DIHs during the EC DIH meetings confirmed that the challenges for
European companies willing to access new technologies are pressing: lack of human and financial
resources, lack of time and lack of knowledge and skills. Most of them are looking for solutions next
door and they don’t even think to cross-border or pan-European collaboration, be it for culture,
language or distance issues.
However, as discussed during the Warsaw meeting between Smart4Europe and SAE Innovations
actions, the interviews conducted by BLUMORPHO highlighted some nuances between SMEs and
startups which don’t have necessarily the same constraints but expressed a real interest for technical
and business acceleration support to reduce their products time to market. It was also noticed that
all DIHs faced the same difficulty to reach non-tech SMEs.
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Figure 3: Extract of the synthesis of the collected Data presented during S4E/IAs meeting November 2018

To make innovation available next door is quite challenging for any innovation stakeholder and
especially for thematic DIHs which expertise are somehow quite rare. The thematic DIHs shall
develop strong relationships with regional DIHs in order to make their technologies and expertise
available everywhere in Europe. SAE can facilitate the link between thematic and regional DIHs.
Companies that applied during an Open Call of one of the SAE aligned IAs, but were not selected to
receive “Cascaded Funding” shall be oriented towards their regional DIH to identify the support they
need, process to a digital maturity assessment and go on building their project. And the other way
round: a regional DIH contacted by a company looking for technologies offered by the SAE IAs must
have the opportunity to find and give the appropriate information to this company, either through
the SAE website or through each IA´s website or through a (common) helpdesk.

2.2.6

First conclusion of this first exploratory work

During the meeting between Smart4Europe and SAE IAs in November 2018, BLUMORPHO suggested
that it would make sense to position the SAE initiative in the center of the game to join forces in
order to build an appropriate answer to the various innovation stakeholders´ needs and
expectations. The SAE initiative can be positioned as the bridge between local and European
activities. European SMEs can benefit from all those support levels: local and European. The common
challenge of the SAE IAs is to highlight their unique value proposition in acting at the European level.
This proposition was suggested to be further discussed during the SAE workshop in March 2019 and
will be further explored in this blueprint.
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Figure 4: Extract of the synthesis of the collected Data presented during S4E/IAs meeting November 2018

2.3 Identify the lessons learned from innovation support actions inside and outside
Europe
Taking inspiration of the work done within the study “Smart Systems Integration & Smart Objects:
How to enable a “Fast Track to Manufacturing” in Europe” presented in October 2016 during a
workshop of the DG CONNECT4, Smart4Europe wanted to identify some examples that could help
SAE DIHs to increase their impact and reach sustainability. The document providing a review of nonEuropean Public framework to support innovation, it brings an interesting perspective on the DIHs
development in Europe.
In addition to this international perspective, the report “Digital Innovation Hubs in Smart
Specialization Strategies – Early lessons from European Regions” published by the JRC in February
20195 was also examined in order to identify what are the first learnings to be drawn for the future
of DIHs development.

4

Participants of the workshop got the document (e.g. representatives of the SAE aligned IAs gateone project
and Smarter-SI who are now partners in the CSA Smart4Europe). There is no „official link“ available.
5

http://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/documents/20182/201464/Digital+Innovation+Hubs+in+Smart+Specialisati
on+Strategies/7a3ed807-de76-4d6a-a698-8363efc03245
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3

Results of the information collected from Innovations Actions: overview of
their first thoughts on sustainability plans

As mentioned previously, the ambition of the European Commission has evolved since the launch of
the first Innovation Actions and the Smart Anything Everywhere initiative in march 2015. From
projects dedicated to put in contact Research and Technology Organizations (RTOs) with a few
European companies in order to foster innovation and facilitate their access to cutting-edge
technologies, the SAE initiative evolved towards the concept of Digital Innovation Hubs (Innovation
Actions) dedicated to structure this access to cutting-edge technologies on a longer term. This
evolution results mainly from the ambitious Digitizing Industry Strategy launch by the European
Commission in April 2016. This explains why there are some significant discrepancies in what was
expected from the Innovation Actions in terms of sustainability depending on when they’ve started
within the SAE initiative.
A first group of four Innovation Actions: CPSE Labs, EuroCPS, gateone project and Smarter-SI have
been first implemented, starting in 2015, combining efforts under the SAE initiative, to support
experiments with the aim of involving SMEs and midcaps in the field of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS),
Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart Systems Integration (SSI).
Since September 2017, this first group has been enlarged with the arrival of 4 new Innovation
Actions: DIATOMIC, FED4SAE, SmartEEs and TETRAMAX. At this stage of the discussion, we will
therefore make a distinction between the 1st and the 2nd generation of Innovation Actions, as the
questions raised concerning their sustainability were not the same.
A first set of interviews with each project coordinator had been conducted at the launch of the
Smart4Europe project in order to gather a first vision of the way forward, having in mind their
different level of maturity and the different level of expectations concerning their sustainability plan.

3.1 Overview of 2015-2018 Innovation Actions analysis of sustainability issues
All the SAE projects from the 1st generation ran from 2015 to 2018. The question of their
sustainability was not identified as an achievement of the project as such as it is today for the 2nd
generation of IAs. However, each of them have been looking for ways to prolong their action or to
expand their impact and reuse the lessons learned.

3.1.1
3.1.1.1

CPS Engineering labs – CPSE Labs
What is CPSE Labs?

CPSE Labs aimed at expediting and accelerating the realization of trustworthy CPS. To this aim, its
main actions consisted of:






fostering an open, Pan-European network of design centres committed to transitioning
science and technology for engineering trustworthy and dependable CPS into the
marketplace;
identifying, defining, and executing focussed and fast-track experiments with a specific
innovation focus;
spreading best CPS engineering practices and promote cross-regional and cross-sectorial
learning among industry and academia;
establishing a marketplace for CPS engineering assets.
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3.1.1.2

What are their sustainability challenges?

CPSE Labs conducted 22 experiments in which 39 third parties from 15 countries, including 19 SMEs,
developed prototype demonstrators for innovative CPS solutions using the advanced technology
platforms provided by the CPSE Labs Design Centres.
The key objective was to demonstrate successful technology transfer from research to businesses
and thus to help them improve their ability to innovate with digital technology.
CPSE Labs has been instrumental for several of the Design Centres to participate in further national
initiatives or European projects such as FED4SAE or MIDIH, in order to continue the model of
cooperation with SMEs developed in CPSE Labs. A number of CPSE Labs Design Centres also
progressed towards establishing Digital Innovation Hubs where additional innovation services
beyond technology support can be provided to SMEs.

3.1.2
3.1.2.1

EuroCPS (Cyber Physical Systems, CPS)
What is EuroCPS?

EuroCPS was a European Network of competences and platforms designed to enable SMEs from any
sector to build innovative CPS products and sustain demand for European manufacturing.
Their major objectives were:







To initiate new business and innovation opportunities between innovator entities (start-ups,
SMEs and large companies), major CPS platforms and competence centres in order to
encourage rapid development and lower entry costs for designing and optimizing novel CPS
solution.
To provide a unique set of CPS and component platforms, competence centres with strong
experience in design, networking partners strongly rooted in existing regional ecosystems.
To facilitate user-supplier partnerships across value-chains and regions by building reference
centres that will provide end-to-end services to design CPS.
Attract the best innovative entities by providing coordinated strictly formal sub-funding
possibility (aligned with EU regulations) through industrial experiment open calls.
Enable the creation of innovative European CPS Products that will generate sustained
demand for European manufacturing

3.1.2.2

What are their sustainability challenges?

EuroCPS conducted 34 application experiments (AEs) that resulted in cross-border collaboration for
more than 80 % of them. The awarded companies come mainly from the consortium core countries
(82%). All the selected projects have been completed with more than 95 % reaching their technical
target.
They cover a large panel of application domains: smart cities, smart health, smart agriculture, smart
mobility, smart factory, IoT protocol, etc.
Analysis of the impacts shows that AEs helped SMEs to progress in their technology development and
enabled to develop demonstrators. The achieved demonstrators support the diffusion of the SME
technology to prospects. The SME business plans are reinforced. Among the 34 selected proposals,
103 new jobs have been created in the granted SMEs with the help of EuroCPS up to 2018 and a
further constant growth is expected for the next years (200 new job creations are forecast until
2020). In terms of revenues, EuroCPS projects have generated 10 M€ additional revenues up to 2018
D 2.6 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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and an exponential growth is planned for the next coming years mainly in the small SMEs granted
(27 M€ up to 2019).

3.1.3
3.1.3.1

gateone project
What is gateone project?

The mission of gateone project was to accelerate Smart System adoption by SMEs in facilitating access to
advanced technologies for the development of innovative and smart solutions. The objective was to
change the traditional customer/supplier relationship between research laboratories and companies by
granting European companies access to the very best European Research centres and labs so that SMEs
can develop innovative products and reach markets thanks to technologies deeply rooted in “deeptech”:
intelligent systems, flexible electronics, autonomous systems, smart bots, to name but a few.
The uniqueness of gateone project was that, unlike its sister projects, it was not relying on cascade
funding. No money had been distributed to the SMEs themselves which had to contribute in-kind. The
money was affected to the RTOs in order to developed the demonstrators that the companies were
expected to test.

3.1.3.2

What are their sustainability challenges?

The gateone project developed 55 application experiments thus allowing 50 companies to develop
functional demonstrators with spearhead technologies some of which had already generated a
Return On Investment three times superior to the initial funding.
In 2017, gateone project’s demonstrators raised 2.5 M€ in contracts and public funding to reach the
next gate. In 2018, 4 M€ were generated in gate 2. In 2020, 10M€ value generate is expected at the
project level. It represents in total 24M€ value generated for the exploitation of the developed
demonstrators for the period 2017-2020.
Gateone project sustainability is to be considered in the validation and replication of its innovation
model. The gateone project model relying on a co-investment – either in kind, or in cash - has been
since re-used by some of the partners of the project6 and by BLUMORPHO (who coordinated the
gateone project) with new industrial stakeholders and companies that don’t want to be quoted for
confidentiality issues.
This gateone innovation model is also currently used in the ECSEL project EnSO (Energy for Smart
Objects).

3.1.4
3.1.4.1

Smarter-SI
What is Smarter-SI project?

Smarter-SI aimed at providing a cooperative foundry to SMEs to allow them small lot manufacturing
of smart systems. It was positioned at the end of the R&D phases to take on the development of
prototypes. Smarter-SI provided each of the SMEs with a few dozen systems in order for them to
implement beta-testing with their clients.
3.1.4.2

What are their sustainability challenges?

Smarter-SI conducted 11 application experiments. The first ones having been developed are on the
market today, the others are very closed to reach it. The 11 application experiments that have been
6

Cf. CSEM challenge the Digital journey, that proposes innovative companies to win CHF 100k to support their
digitisation idea and to provide them with the appropriate enabling technology.
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achieved are expected to be able to continue their development without complementary funding.
However, Smarter-SI regarded their service-proposition (a cooperation by RTOs addressing small lot
sizes not available from commercial foundries at reasonable costs) as essential to meet the needs of
European SMEs. So, they tried to launch new experiments after the funding period and started to
look for new investment solutions as the investments (about 200-400k€) are too voluminous for the
SMEs to be able to undertake them on their own. This research for complementary public funding
was not successful yet and is considered as very challenging and time consuming.

3.2 Overview of 2017-2020 Innovation Actions first though on sustainability issues
The 2nd generation of Innovation Actions started in 2017. Each of them is requested explicitly to work
on its own sustainability. The interviews conducted with each of them at the launch of Smart4Europe
and as they were in the first month of activities have been a way to take a picture at a given time of
the project and start the reflection process.

3.2.1
3.2.1.1

DIATOMIC
What is DIATOMIC?

DIATOMIC aims at establishing a sustainable ecosystem to facilitate digital innovations in the health,
agrifood and manufacturing sectors, all of which are under-digitized and of prime importance for
society and economy. DIATOMIC is coordinating 3 “sectoral” DIHs in Health, Agrifood and
Manufacturing (Industry4.0).
DIATOMIC is building a full ecosystem to support innovation: from the one stop shop gathering
competence centres, to regional & national innovation platforms, Industrials and venture capital
investors.
DIATOMIC consortium members are providing innovation tools and technologies:







eVida platform- Rapid prototyping health applications
SynField- Precision Agriculture system
VIRTUAL FORT KNOX -IT cloud services to optimize factory planning and factory operations
DIATOMIC collaborative product design tool COSSIM - Open CPS systems simulator
ManuCloud- Manufacturing as a Service IT

3.2.1.2

What is their sustainability plan?

From its beginning, DIATOMIC started to build a differentiation strategy through the concept of
“value constellation” to highlight the fact that a DIH is not only about technological innovation but
also about addressing European challenges through these innovations. They want to encourage the
applying companies to think about how the solution they want to build is going to tackle societal
challenges.
The idea is to:
 encourage the creation of value through the integration of products and services that
complement each other;
 build a "micro-ecosystem" which will allow the creation of value through a change towards
sustainable business models to tackle societal challenges thanks to new technologies.
An example of what this “value constellation” can mean in the manufacturing sector is the
introduction of new and innovative solutions around “clean production” as a challenge. Another
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one in the Healthcare sector could be around developing new smart products for Diabetes
patients.
Open Innovation & Key Enabling Technologies are key pillars for the next R&I Framework
programme. That’s why DIATOMIC decided to anticipate the foreseen evolution and wanted to
identify the competence centres that have already developed or currently acquiring
competences around key enabling technologies, which will enable companies in general and
SMEs in particular to tackle the identified societal challenges. However, this is still a very new
concept that needs to be deployed and tested by applicants and within the 3 DIHs network.
All the partners involved in DIATOMIC consortium agreed on this strategy of development to
ensure the sustainability of the DIATOMIC DIH network in the future. There are a lot of
innovative ideas within the consortium to help SMEs to innovate. DIATOMIC consortium wants to
create synergies with other organisations and European projects such as the Key Enabling
Technologies for clean production (KET4CP).
3.2.1.3

What is their business model?

DIATOMIC business model is based on Open innovation approach. Each of the 3 DIHs provides a lot
of services to support all the innovation process from ideation to the access to the market. In order
to build a viable business model around DIATOMIC services and offerings, a funnel approach will be
considered. Services will be tailored to address TRLs 3-8, providing focused services to specific needs
of SMEs in health, agrifood, manufacturing. At the top of the funnel (i.e. market entry and expansion)
their services will become more customized and focused.
In order to have some new funding sources after the 3 years of EU funding, the project is having
discussion with some regional authorities to set up an “innovation voucher” scheme that could help
SMEs to acquire DIATOMIC services.
Otherwise, DIATOMIC consider that they have 3 years to demonstrate the added value of their
services and to strengthen the sustainability of each of their thematic DIHs which are already run as
companies and have their own business canvas.

3.2.2

FED4SAE

3.2.2.1

What is FED4SAE?

FED4SAE is the DIH dedicated to cyber-physical systems providing:
•

•
•
•
•

Access to leading-edge Cyber Physical Systems platforms, Advanced
Technologies, and Testbeds from leading Industrial companies (Intel, AVL, STM,
Thales) and R&D centres (CEA, UNICAN, KTH, DIGICAT, BME, CSEM, FORTISS,
Fraunhofer);
Technical coaching from domain experts;
Business development support;
Up to €60k in initial financial support, plus access to further financing;
Access to potential users and suppliers across value chains throughout Europe.

To date, FED4SAE had been leading three open calls and selected 16 companies over the first two
calls. Those 16 companies are benefiting from technical and business supports from FED4SAE
partners.
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3.2.2.2

What is their sustainability plan?

FED4SAE is considering its sustainability at 2 levels:
 the reinforcement of the ecosystem to foster Pan-European collaboration;
 the identification of new sources of funding to provide cascade funding to SMEs.
Those challenges have been discussed within the consortium during a workshop organized in
February 2019. To be able to achieve those two levels of the sustainability some prerequisites have
been validated:
 the willingness and motivation of the partners to foster their network to continue to work
together and keep the ecosystem active.
 The demonstration of their economic value to engage new funding and be able to generate
cascade funding scheme.
Participants have defined the added-value of FED4SAE activities for major ecosystem stakeholders so
that they join the ecosystem:





Academia
Research
SME and Start ups
Industrial players





Public bodies
Clusters
VCs/ investors and Banks

FED4SAE partners will now get in touch with those stakeholders to build up their ecosystem and will
further explore the opportunities to leverage on public and private funding to provide cascade
funding to SMEs.

3.2.3
3.2.3.1

SmartEEs
What is SmartEEs

SmartEEs is the Digital Innovation Hub dedicated to flexible electronic. It aims at providing innovative
companies with product and business management services and with access to finance trough the
validation of their business plan and the sourcing of public funds. Through 5 open calls, 20
application experiments will be conducted to explore the technology transfer into business.
Till now, 3 open calls had been launched, 9 Application experiments are on track and 1 selected
company had been put in contact with a technical services provider outside the consortium.
3.2.3.2




What is their sustainability plan?

To work on membership models in order to generate recurrent revenues streams
independent from public funding;
To create synergies between post-experiments follow-up and sustainability tasks;
To work further on the creation of synergies between public & private investors.

3.2.4
3.2.4.1

TETRAMAX
What is TETRAMAX?

TETRAMAX is the leading European Digital Innovation Hub dealing with Customized Low-Energy
Computing (CLEC). It aims at helping industry to gain competitive advantage through digitalization
by:
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Supporting the development of innovative solutions for industry needs;
Expanding the CLEC- network through building a network of European competence centres;
Create collaborations between leading industries, SMEs and innovation partners through a
brokerage network;
Increase technology transfer and digitalization projects by offering funding;
Build awareness on CLEC-technology and prototypes;
Facilitate development of relevant skills and competences in CLEC.

TETRAMAX manages 3 types of open calls:
 Bilateral Technology Transfer experiment
One academic (or SME) partner (publicly funded, university or research institution) based in
an EU member state or in a country associated to H2020 transfers a particular novel HW or
SW technology in the domain of Customized Low-Energy Computing (CLEC) for cyber-physical
systems (CPS) and the Internet of Things (IoT) to a receiving industry partner (privately
funded, preferably an SME or mid-cap) from a different member states and/or countries
associated to Horizon 2020.


Value chain oriented and interdisciplinary technology transfer experiments
Application experiments between three or more partners (in case a multidisciplinary
collaboration is needed) from at least two different EU member states and/or countries
associated to Horizon 2020.



Entrepreneurial Technology transfer experiment
To mobilize, challenge and train small teams of potential entrepreneurs in the Customized
Low-Energy Computing (CLEC) area, to explore and assess market and business
opportunities.

3.2.4.2

What is TETRAMAX sustainability plan?

For the moment, the sustainability plan relies mainly on:
 the presentation of the results and main impact indicators achieved by the TTX experiments
in their region to show the potential of the technology;
 the regional funding each competence centre will be able to attract.
The plan would be to convince regional and local authorities to invest in cascade funding to help their
local companies to get access to the DIH they need all over Europe. Each competence centre is
developing its own business plan and revenue models that will be analysed and included in the
sustainability strategy of the TETRAMAX Network.
Another idea for the sustainability plan for the moment would be to link TETRAMAX and I4MS.
The consortium will review the feedback in 6 months and may think to switch strategy and focus on
DiHs instead of regional authorities.

3.3 Results of the SAE initiative workshop on Sustainability plan – Stuttgart 6th March
2019
The SAE Innovation Actions met in Stuttgart on the 6th March 2019 in order to share their reflection
and advancement concerning the question of their sustainability.
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The main objective of this workshop was to put down a marker on what are the issues at stake on
the sustainability of the various Innovations Actions taken into account the evolution of the
European Commission point of view concerning the organization of the Digital Innovation Hubs.

3.3.1

Synthesis of the sustainability process and challenges faced by IAs

Each Innovation Action had been invited to share with the other the process that they were
considering to achieve this sustainability and the challenges they were facing in this regard. The
discussions are synthetized in the table below.

Sustainability process
Sustainability challenges
 No cascade funding but in
 Some
co-investment
kind contribution of SMEs
models
have
been
successfully
tested
however they supposed
 Validation & replication of
to
deal
with
IP
the innovation model: with
management and to find
public funding in ECSEL and
the
appropriate
coprivate funding in the
investors which supposed
framework of collaborations
a systematic approach.
between large corporations,
RTOs and SMEs

Looking for new public funding
sources:
 H2020
 EURIPIDES/PENTA
 ECSEL
 Regional funding
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High amount of the
investment required



Time consuming task
where the CSA could be
very helpful to take over



ECSEL cascade funding
not possible up to now



Influence
the
construction of Horizon
Europe
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Looking for regional fund
through the concept of a
“regional
innovation
voucher”



Building their thematic DIHs
sustainability by running
them as company with their
own business canvas



Expand each DIHs network in
Europe and synergies with
other European projects



Definition and validation of
brokerage fees



Knowledge
sharing
bootcamps relying on “inkind” contribution of the
successful experiment being
available to help the new
application experiments



Keep the community of
400 members active and
expand it



Deal with high amount of
demands and give an
appropriate feedback to
companies that don’t
benefit from the project.



Highlighting the value of
their business services
that
are
somehow
obliterated
by
the
technical services



Combined private
regional funding



Developing new services
that will create revenues

and

Keep the ecosystem active and grow Build further the CPS ecosystem.
this ecosystem
Define the FED4SAE unique value Working on FED4SAE unique
proposition and, beyond, the SAE value proposition is crucial but it
unique value proposition
seems important also to work on
the SAE value proposition to gain
a critical mass and include
FED4SAE ecosystem in a bigger
one.
Combine
public
and
private
financing:
 Regional funds
 Raise private partnership

Define payback models
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Discussion with Regions
what could be the value
for Industrial technology
suppliers to join the
ecosystem?

Test payback models not only for
SMEs benefiting from FED4SAE
but also for RTOs and others
partners.
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Exploring:
 the right balance between
private and public funding
 setting-up
collaboration
with Regions to influence
and benefit from the
renewed ESIF



creation of an association
and
development
of
different
membership
models



creation of an innovation
Fund



payback models



Each competence centers
members of the project have
to build their own business
plan
and
build
their
relationship
with
their
regional authority to get
some new funding.
Leverage on the connections
that the current TTXs funded
may have with regional
authorities to present the
key results achieved and
obtain further funding or
new TTXs in the Region



3.3.2



Not to rely on public
funding only is strategic
so it is of high
importance to work on a
unique value proposition
and to build success
stories to attract private
funding
in
the
community.



Finding the resources to
be able to still provide
cascade funding to SMEs.
 define the appropriate
post-experiment followup process
 think also about “inkind” payback models
 making the
services
provided
funded:
consulting services, testbeds
 Too many labels from
different projects, it
could be considered
melting all the IAs into
one SAE-I4MS label to
provide more added
value to companies /
experiments

Regional Funding

The difficulties identified by all the partners when relying on regional funding are:
 to finance cross-borders innovation collaborations when regions want to make their local
interest prevails;
 to ensure the synchronization between the project and the application experiment calendar
and the regional calendar;
 to ensure the regions understand correctly the technologies offered, their growth potential
and the opportunity for them to support their adoption.
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Building strong relationship with Regional authorities is a way to make sure they have a better
understanding of the technical challenges at stake. It may also be a way to influence them as
technical experts on how to make the best of the allocation of resources they have to distribute to
the companies based in their territories.

3.3.3

Payback models

Only two Innovation Actions are for the moment considering implementing payback models as new
source of revenue to finance further innovation. It means that they have to define appropriate postexperiment follow-up processes which were not defined at the initiation of the project.
This payback model is considered not only for the SMEs benefitting for the experiment but for all the
partners in the consortium benefitting of it.
Furthermore, a payback system that would consist of in-kind contribution from the successful
companies to advocate and disseminate about the project and/or to take part to the knowledge
sharing on the application experiments is also considered.
Since the workshop, the European Commission had made it clear that a payback model was not an
option within the H2020 program. However, there is still room for a reflection on:
 how to create a long term link between the DIHs and the companies they will contribute to
develop beyond the H2020 project;
 how to capitalize on the benefit from the participation to the DIHs for the DIH partners.

3.3.4

Relationship to investors

Each Innovation Action has set-up solutions to link to the companies benefitting from their support
with private investors:
 either by having VCs being partners of the consortium (as for DIATOMIC);
 or by having partners in the consortium doing the intermediate:
o providing companies with support to reach investment readiness level and training
on how to pitch (in SmartEEs or FED4SAE)
o identifying the best innovators to be targeted per each application experiment.
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4

Lessons learned outside the SAE initiative

4.1 Lessons learned from Innovation support models outside Europe
The study “Smart Systems Integration & Smart Objects: How to enable a “Fast Track to
Manufacturing“ in Europe” presented in October 2016 during a workshop of the DG CONNECT has
identified 18 barriers faced by innovators in Smart Systems Integration and Smart Objects and made
29 recommendations to overcome them. The examples of EuroCPS, gateone project and Smarter-SI
were taking into account in this study. Some of the key findings of this study are still accurate now, a
few years later, considering the DIHs´ role and possible sustainability models for them.
The main barriers to innovation pull-through highlighted in the report were of several kinds:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Fragmented manufacturing and supply chain and/or missing capabilities.
Insufficient capacity in packaging and assembly
Knowledge of value chain actors especially in Europe (who, what, where)
Access to technical infrastructure for low volume prototyping
Lack of understanding by MEMS/SSI designers of fabrication processes
Compatibility of R&D prototyping processes with volume manufacture processes for scale-up
Timescale from idea to getting product into market
Lack of flexibility (capacity, equipment, etc.) to pursue risky ideas without a clear business
case
Skills shortage (entrepreneurial, market/user needs knowledge, manufacturing)
User awareness of benefits and User acceptance
Lack of (international) market knowledge of user needs by solution providers
Difficulty of connecting SMEs to route to market partners and end users for mutual benefit
Competition between small Packaging, Assembly and Test (PAT) companies in the EU
Access to and protection of IP
Lack of Standards (processes, packaging, interconnects)
Laws and regulation and commercial approvals
Access to Finance and public finance mechanisms
Lack of business investment

Those barriers are indeed the core difficulties that the European Commission would like the DIHs to
address in order to facilitate the digitization of Europe.
The 29 recommendations are related to:











Value chain coverage
Technology coverage
Prototyping & production facilities
Access to services (including for commercialization)
Business models
R&D programmes & funding
Commercialisation funding
Fiscal incentives & regulation
Equipment funding
Training
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Going through the report and exploring several experiences identified in United States of America or
in Taiwan and in Japan, Smart4Europe would like to further explore some interesting
recommendations that could be helpful for the DIHs members of SAE.

4.1.1

Structuration of the value chain & industrial capacities

The choice of the partners and members to be involved in the DIHs activities is crucial as it must
enable the representation and involvement of all members of the value chain including users.
DIHs must also be able to provide innovators with access to full value chain ecosystem including
access to manufacturing capability where appropriate.
Some examples as the one of the Flexible Electronics Alliance are very interesting to show that it
is possible to create R&D alliances for SMEs to divide up research tasks & risks and to avoid
duplication of effort, taking into account the fact that they are in competition.

4.1.2

Building the bridge between R&D skills and industrial knowhow

In order to fill the knowledge gap of innovators/researchers/designers concerning the industrials
and market constraints DIHs could provide:
o

o

4.1.3

Entrepreneurial development of researchers.
The report clearly identifies this point as strategic for the DIHs in Europe in the
Recommendation 29: “Digital Innovation Hubs could consider entrepreneurial training for
RTO researchers to support the development of new companies, taking into account
global best practice such as the NSF I-Corps hypothesis/validation "Customer Discovery"
curriculum.”7
Pan-European knowledge sharing: in USA, in the framework of the National
Nanotechnology Coordinated Infrastructure (NNCI), facilities at major university
laboratories are open for access to students and professionals around the world. The
report mentioned that this may provide best practice learning opportunities for EU
academic institutions but it can also be appropriate more broadly to structure a panEuropean collaboration between DIHs.

Give access to technical infrastructure and expensive facilities for low volume
prototyping and finance for equipment and infrastructure:
o

o

o

Concerning the access to prototyping, the report highlights the need for public
support to overcome the cost of such a prototyping which, above a certain level of
complexity, (cf. Smarter-SI budget of 200/300k€ per prototype) is mostly
unaffordable for SMEs.
The DIHs must find the appropriate funding to make expensive universities´ or RTOs´
specialized high technology equipment (located in equally expensive specialized
laboratories) available to SMEs and other institutions with fewer resources.
The examples studied in the report show us that a lot of initiatives are already
investing in spin-offs and equity in new ventures which is of great help for the
development of innovative products.

The report also highlights the need for flexibility to incorporate the latest technology
developments. It suggests that open calls should be allowed within bigger projects so that short
7

NSF I-Corps = National Science Fundation Innovation Corps, a governmental organisation in the USA
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projects can undertake specific technology developments that are required to meet some other
broader programmes’ goals. This could include small projects with a single SME participant
where they can meet the requirement. The report mentions that “This open call approach (open
to SMEs outside the consortium) is used in some projects, e.g. EuroCPS, but would be difficult to
implement in pilot lines developing advanced manufacturing techniques due to IP concerns and
concerns about releasing information to competitors.” It also suggests that “ECSEL could consider
including small short projects in its programme portfolio to fill specific gaps in the roadmap, as
Clean Sky does, which in some cases, e.g. design tools, would be suited to SMEs.”
It is interesting to notice that since then, this recommendation has already been implemented in
ECSEL using the gateone innovation model. As mentioned earlier in this document, within the
EnSO project (Energy for Smart Objects), external partners will be invited to test some of the
building blocks and one demonstration will be provided with a small budget of 50k€.

4.1.4

Designing and promoting new business models

What appears from the experiences screened in the report is that it is of high importance not to
rely only on public funding when working on membership model of innovations enablers. So this
must also be golden rule for DIHs which must aim at building a co-investment friendly ecosystem.
Industrials should be targeted as key partners to take part to DIHs activities. However, among the
projects studied which aim at becoming sustainable and not relying on public founding, they
usually have a longer period to do so. This is one of the key findings of the report:
“12) Longer-term international timescales for manufacturing support initiatives. While EC
supported pilot lines are 3-4 year projects, US NNMI IMIs are supported over a 5-7 years’
timescale after which they are expected to be sustainable, while US Engineering Research
Centres which are joint academic/ industry/ government centres developing next generation
engineering systems (e.g. systems packaging) are expected to be self-sustaining within 10
years of being founded.”8
NB: an analysis performed in the scope of the gateone-project has demonstrated also that
initiatives funded to support access to technologies from research labs for SMEs and large
players also have been funded by national funding agencies for 10 years and are not yet selfsustainable. It takes time to evolve from a public funded support scheme to sustainability.
Industry membership subscriptions could give preferential access to capabilities, services, IP etc.
Industry members also strongly influence (according to their membership level) the programme
conducted.
A co-investment friendly ecosystem must not necessarily rely on cash provision but would
definitely benefit also from a kind of skill-based sponsorship.
The report also highlights that:
o

o

8

Open Lab Incubator with capability to support Initial Public Offering (IPO) processing is a
plus. And it is also of upper importance to be able to provide effective strategic IP
transferring service / patent management.
Accelerator programmes that give equity in return for investment and commercialisation
support (including route to market partnerships) to start-ups give a means of scaling up

NNMI IMI = National Network of Manufacturing Innovation – Institutes for Manufacturing Innovation
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the impact from EU innovation projects (e.g. SME Instrument projects). However, the
scope and duration of the acceleration programme is also critical: from 1 week which
was one the longest experience presented in the report for an EU project versus 6
months (or even 33 weeks as for the US AlphaLab Gear Accelerator) provided in some US
projects.
The recommendation 17 in the report seems very important in this regards: “Digital Innovation
Hubs should consider new business models that provide development support for the most
promising new technology ideas from research organizations in return for a share of the profits if
they are commercially successful.” This idea can be further enlarged to a reflection on the share
of the profit with innovative companies that will benefit from the DIHs technical and business
services.

4.2 Lessons learned from the European Electronics Industry representatives
In June 2018, a group of Industrials representatives from the European Semiconductors Industry sent
a report to Commissioner Gabriel which aimed at “Boosting Electronics Value Chains in Europe”9.
The report emphasises the impact the new “Era of connected intelligence” will have on our growing
need for secure, safe and reliable components supported by trusted design and manufacturing
sources. Just as the study “Smart Systems Integration & Smart Objects: How to enable a “Fast Track
to Manufacturing“ in Europe” previously mentioned, the report states that “the growing cost of
design, packaging and testing are unaffordable for most SMEs (…) and Europe is also lacking strong
design capacities”. However, if the 2016 study and the 2018 Industrials report agree on the
diagnosis, they differ on the recommended solutions. The Industry representatives’ recommendation
is to build a European Design Alliance, pooling the expertise of design houses in order to boost the
number of prototype emerging from European SMEs and mid-caps and to offset the cost of creation,
testing and reuse of design. Whereas the 2016’s study was more in favor of the DIHs offering
integrated design and manufacturing training as well as Design Kits and virtual prototyping to ease
access to prototyping.

4.3 Lessons learned from regional DIHs
In the report “Digital Innovation Hubs in Smart Specialisation Strategies – Early lessons from
European region” published in February 2019, the JRC has started to assess the operating business
models of some selected DIHs in order to discern whether the existing regional DIHs - which are quite
new structures - already have a common framework.
Despite differences in structure, governance, funding scheme and services provided, some common
features can already be identified among the studied DIHs:

4.3.1

Services provided

While highlighting the need for DIHs to keep a certain flexibility in their organisation to allow
experimentation, co-creation and adaptability, the study identifies some fundamental services that
all DIHs should provide:
o
o

Raising awareness on digitalisation challenges and the technical solutions available;
Operating a diagnosis (digital maturity assessment);

9

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/image/document/201826/boosting_electronics_value_chains_in_europe_B4A48BEC-FDC8-5B40-42B8227ADABD9E3E_53119.pdf
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

4.3.2

Drafting a transformation plan;
Offering experimentation, testing & piloting infrastructures;
Coordinating access to collaborative research projects;
Matchmaking;
Training & skills development;
Promotion and marketing;
Internationalisation;
Funding assistance to digitalisation;
Economic studies and analytical insights;
Transversal initiatives in favour of digitalisation.

Funding mix

The report identifies that the studied DIHs work according to different business models but that
they all combine public funds, membership fees and commercial incomes. The report calls for the
elaboration of a matrix of the different funding instruments in favour of the Digital
transformation of SMEs in order to allow DIHs to remain financially sustainable.
It means that the DIHs have to keep track of funding opportunities and calls in order to be able to
adapt, to address different growth scenarios and to remain customer demand-driven.
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5

Analysis: ahead vision for a Smart Anything Everywhere Blueprint on
Sustainability

5.1 Innovation Actions’ common challenges
The first observation that must be made is that the Innovation Actions have obviously been designed
not only to work on the technology readiness level of the companies and their demonstrators but
also on their manufacturing readiness level, their commercialisation readiness level and their
Investment readiness level when required. There is a real “challenge in scaling-up the impact being
achieved in the SAE programme” till now suggests the report “Smart Systems Integration & Smart
Objects: How to enable a “Fast Track to Manufacturing“ in Europe”. This deliverable is somehow
contributing to draw the lines of common actions that could be developed by IAs and the SAE
initiative to address this challenge.

5.1.1

Facilitating SMEs’ entry in the Digitalization process: reaching non-tech SMEs
offering them digital maturity assessments and feasibility studies

To start a digitalisation process is not an easy thing to do, especially for SMEs without any technical
background. The SAE initiative IAs offering cutting-edge technologies, there is a real challenge in
making those high technologies understandable by all and the challenges they address easier to
assess. If the digital maturity assessment is not in the IAs roadmap as such, it is however important
that all the SMEs entering into contact with them can have a clear perspective of the feasibility of
their project in order to be, if necessary, reoriented towards another thematic DIH or a regional DIH
that will take over. And the other way round, after the regional DIH will have proceeded to a digital
maturity assessment, it is important that the SAE IAs are identified within the regional DIHs
networks, as the competent DIHs to help the SMEs further in their digital transformation.

5.1.2

Facilitating access to technologies, equipment and production facilities

The diversity of the SAE IAs and of their technical and business services allows the SAE community to
cover main parts of the value chains addressed by the applicants. It is the core mission of the IAs to
provide European SMEs an easier access to digital innovation capabilities by gathering the right
partners representing all the value chains: universities, RTOs, and industrials. The interest expressed
by current partners involved in some IAs to keep their ecosystem active when the H2020 project will
have ended is a good and fundamental start. Innovation Actions have to build the appropriate
business models to allow each and every partner to provide their assets and inputs to the ecosystem.

5.1.3

Facilitating access to private and public finance mechanism

IAs have a growing responsibility in structuring the access of innovative companies selected for their
application experiments to further private and public funding when their developments require it.
The structural and technological differences within SAE IAs don’t prevent them from building
common knowledge and action plans towards public and private investors. On the contrary, their
diversity makes them somehow complementary and could lead to the definition of a common unique
value proposition leveraging on each IA´s unique value proposition.
In this regard, it may be interesting for SAE IAs to join forces on identifying those complementary
sources of revenues for the companies to finance their RD&I developments. Looking for the
appropriate regional or national funding mechanism is time consuming and could be an action share
at the SAE initiative level.
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With the same logic, organising the cooperation with private investors at the SAE initiative level also
makes sense. The coherence and the exhaustiveness of the technological challenges dealt with by
the IAs and the amount of experiments conducted build a solid talent pool that private investors may
deemed of great interest.
The report “Smart Systems Integration & Smart Objects: How to enable a “Fast Track to
Manufacturing“ in Europe” states “The EC could support Accelerators with sustainable business
models which are embedded in SSI ecosystems (e.g. Clusters) and provide funding and
commercialisation support in return for equity, thereby providing a return on investment. The EC
Startup Scaleup programme does not take equity. The European Investment Fund (EIF) provides SMEs
(via financial intermediaries) with access to finance which can include investment in return for equity
but do not support for route to market commercialisation. Accelerators which provide
commercialisation support could complement the EIF approach.”
Till now, none of the IAs has been considering the opportunity to take equity in the promising
companies they are contributing to build but it may be something that could be foreseen when the
projects will be working on their own revenues.

5.1.4

Measuring the impact: define a post-experimentation follow-up process

It is of high importance that IAs define some processes to follow-up with the companies after the
project in order to:





be able to build on successes and failures of application experiments;
measure and highlight the European added value;
further strengthen knowledge sharing on digital transformation;
enhance the DIH community and continue to bring value to the SMEs.

Some of the IAs have already planned some post application-experiment studies, others have sent
satisfaction surveys. Whatever the process is at the moment, there is a clear need to set-up some
solutions and procedures to stay in touch with the innovative companies benefiting from the current
cascade funding and support from IAs. Those procedures must aim at making them really entering
into the SAE IAs’ communities, accept the principle of knowledge sharing and somehow contribute to
the mentoring of new innovative companies entering into their digital transformation.

5.1.5

Ensuring a pan-European dynamic

Within the Innovation Actions financed through the H2020 budget, new collaboration schemes
between European partners must be developed. The ambition of the EC, when financing those
projects, is going far beyond helping a few companies to reach last technological developments or
helping a few RTOs finding some clients for their technologies. The core ambitions of the EC are,
thanks to those experiments:
 to lay down the foundations for future collaboration between the various innovation
stakeholders;
 to strengthen pan-European cooperation in knowledge transfer;
 to make each and every beneficiaries of European investment in favor of R&D&I figure out
how it can gain in autonomy and share the costs of investing in high tech so that the
European budget can really focus on funding the European added value only.
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Innovation Actions within the SAE initiative have to create the conditions to allow the pan-European
collaborations initiated thanks to the European budget to be taken over by all innovations
stakeholders that benefit from it.

5.2 Possible common way forward and next steps to be taken
During the meeting between Smart4Europe and SAE Innovations in November 2018, BLUMORPHO
suggested that the SAE initiative has a unique value proposition that is to enable European
companies to adopt the relevant hardware solutions to develop the appropriate hardware &
software combination to enter into the Artificial Intelligence. And SAE initiative has an opportunity to
create the bridge between the local SMEs and DIHs and the European ecosystem.

Figure 5: Extract of the synthesis of the collected Data presented during S4E/IAs meeting November 2018

As discussed during the workshop organized on 6th March 2019 in Stuttgart, some IAs indeed
consider that certain actions would be better handled at the SAE initiative level that are currently at
their own level. They would be ready to develop a collaborative approach to reduce the
fragmentation of the system. They are convinced that it would be beneficial to strengthen the
cooperation on certain issues and mutualized resources.
This is especially the case concerning the following items.
 the relationship to private investors
The interest for SAE Innovation Actions to act altogether towards those stakeholders is to benefit
from the critical mass they are representing all together. It is much more significant to speak on
behalf of 88 partners, originated from 23 Member States and having already helped more than
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200 companies10 in their Digital transformation. Acting together is a way to increase Innovation
Actions´ visibility and impact.
 the screening of regional and national funding to support IAs sustainability
There again, the issue is to mutualize resources and knowledge to make the most of a critical
mass in order to save time and be more efficient in the identification of alternative funding
sources to enable further innovation development.
 the measurement and valorization of the experiments’ impact
Some of the IAs have planned a post-experiment process but they lack resources to follow-up on
this after the end of the project. To strengthen the SAE community, better measure the impact of
the experimentation and be able to highlight the added value of the IAs, it would make sense to
agree on a common process to measure the application experiment impact and the follow-up
with the IAs´ beneficiaries.




the reflection process and implementation of replication strategies
the creation and promotion of a label
the reinforcement of the pan-European collaboration within the SAE initiative.

There is obviously an equilibrium to be found within the SAE initiative between the specificity and
autonomy of each IAs on one hand and the need for a less fragmented innovation ecosystem and an
optimization of resources on the other hand. IAs have some common interests where they could find
an interest in joining forces. Some IAs already clearly expressed their interest for such common
actions, others stated clearly that they had not considered such an option till now and would need
some further thoughts before doing so. The role of the SAE CSA will be key, to bring coherence to the
SAE IAs collaboration scheme taking also into account their sustainability.
Whatever the evolution of each IA sustainability plan, it is important that each IA when working on
defining its unique value proposition think of it in the more global context of the SAE initiative which
has been designed by the European Commission to create a coherent community and whose unique
value proposition should also be defined by all the IAs partners.

6

Conclusion

This blueprint for a sustainability plan aims at:
 identifying the challenges faced by each IAs member of SAE initiative to pursue their actions
beyond the H2020 programme;
 creating the dialogue between IAs on the process they are engaged in to address those
challenges;
 drafting a common vision on what could be a common SAE sustainability strategy.
When considering the sustainability plan of all the IAs members of the SAE initiative, there is
obviously an equilibrium to be found between the specificity and autonomy of each IAs on one hand
and the need for a less fragmented innovation ecosystem and an optimization of resources on the
other hand.

10

Cf. SAE Brochure 2018
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Keeping in mind that the overall aim of the SAE initiative is to facilitate the access of SMEs companies
to digital innovation, it is of high importance that any reflection on the sustainability aims at
enhancing pan-European collaboration within the SAE community at first step in order to build a
stronger community and benefit from the critical mass and the multiplying effect generated by the
sharing of IAs assets (knowledge sharing/success stories/etc.) for the following actions:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

the relationship to private investors;
the screening of Regional, National and European funding to support IAs
sustainability;
the measurement and valorization of the experiments’ impact;
the reflection process and implementation of replication strategies;
the enhancement of the visibility of IAs and of the trust in their expertise
the creation of awareness on their technologies and on the services & functionalities
they provide;
the development of the cooperation between thematic DIHs members of the SAE
initiative and the regional DIHs
the construction of the SAE brand and of a potential “label”.

Working on the larger SAE community may also be easier to enhance the use and impact of public
funding by designing new business models that will allow a certain optimization of the cost and a
new set of responsibilities and missions for each actors of the SAE innovation ecosystem.
Bringing technology and innovation at working distance of any European SMEs in Europe will be a
great added-value brought by EC DIHs strategy.
In collaborating with different regional DIHs, the thematic IAs will provide their expertise to many
different SMEs.
The success of the EC policy in favor of DIHs and the emergence of many IAs are offering huge
opportunities to help SMEs in their digital transformation. However, it is also generating an
important fragmentation which makes this offer difficult to read. SMEs have to identify the best offer
for them and have limited resources on one hand, and on the other hand, each DIH and region will
have limited budget to invest for collaboration at pan European level.
Fragmentation could become a limit that SAE CSA has to overcome.
As analyzed in this deliverable, each IA has its own differentiation, unique value proposition and thus
its relevant business model. However, Smart4Europe considers it will be mandatory to generate a
critical mass to attract and engage private funding in the DIHs network/ IA sustainability.
By identifying common challenges and designing common solutions, Smart4Europe strengthens the
legitimacy and the impact of IAs actions and reduces the market fragmentation. It will be especially
mandatory to link the different IAs with players acting not at regional level but at European level like
EIB, large investors and corporates. It will be important to engage IAs into sustainability on a
public/private financing scheme.
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